Voting from Abroad
A map of external voting practices in 214 countries and related territories

Provisions for external voting can be found in 115 countries and territories in the world. This map shows those that allow external voting, for which types of elections they allow it and what the voting methods for external voters are. Territories are included where they have no direct representation in a legislature of the country with which they are associated.

Key
- Legislative elections only
- Presidential elections only
- Presidential and legislative elections
- Presidential and legislative elections and referenda
- Any other combination of two types of elections or more
- Earlier or temporary provisions for external voting
- Countries in transition
- Countries without provisions for external voting
- Countries with no provisions for direct elections

This map does not imply any judgement on the part of International IDEA on the legal status of any territory or the endorsement of such boundaries, nor does the placement in size of any country or territory reflect the political view of International IDEA.